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Significance of Emigration into Kentucky in the Eighteenth Century

First non-contiguous settlement of an area away from the established eastern colonies.
Today’s state of Kentucky was still a part of the westernmost territory of colonial Virginia in the 1770s (became a separate state in 1792).
Between 1774 and 1800, there were over 200,000 people who had migrated to Kentucky.

Major Geographic Barriers to Settlement in Kentucky
Distance
Permanent separation from family, friends, and communities back east.
Allegheny Mountains Chain
Limitations on the amount of goods/supplies that could be transported from the starting points.

**Initial Settlement Period was Complicated by the Beginning of the Revolutionary War**
Settlers not only had to deal with the realities of the travel from the colonies into unsettled Kentucky, but also hostile attacks during the war years.

**Major Routes for Movement of People into Kentucky**

**The Wilderness Trail and Associated Paths of Travel Into and Through Kentucky**
--Extensive land trip from Pennsylvania, Virginia or other starting points into Kentucky
--Early stages, no protective stations en route. Moved in large groups. Many people lost their lives during the trip.
--Early settlements were crucial for movement, resupply, and protection: Ft. Harrod, Ft. Logan, Boonesborough, etc.
--The Wilderness Trail was not improved to handle wagons and carts as the Wilderness Road until 1796.

**The Ohio River**
--Started from Redstone, Pennsylvania, to destinations in Kentucky—Limestone, (Maysville, Kentucky)
--Unpredictable river transport, water levels and conditions, hostile attacks from the riverbanks.
--No sites for assistance or replenishment of supplies en route to Kentucky.
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